
Alba Music Festival Jazz Program 
 
(All instruments) 
May 22nd-June 4th, 2018 
 
The Program 
Participants of the program will make significant progress in jazz performance and gain 
a deeper knowledge of the fundamentals of jazz solo and ensemble techniques and 
repertoire. 
 
No matter what instrument you play, the Jazz Program can open these doors: 
 
• Experience greater satisfaction and success when playing jazz 
• Create your own compositions and improvisations, even if you have never done so 
before 
• Increase your enjoyment listening to jazz 
• Connect with listeners 
• Spontaneously play with pleasing musical expression 
 
The Jazz Program is intended for intermediate to advanced players who have some 
experience playing jazz. 
 
Focus 
The theme for the 2017 Jazz Program is “How To Play Great Solos”. The curriculum 
includes: 
 
• Studying historic solos by jazz legends 
• Adding authority and confidence to your solos 
• Matching what you hear in your imagination to what you play on your instrument 
• Multi-faceted improvisation exercises 
• Establishing your own original style 
• Developing ideas while soloing 
• Overcoming common barriers faced by all improvisers 
 
Repertoire 
Each day, participants will survey one new tune from each of the major jazz styles. We 
will also do an in-depth study of selected tunes for the capstone performance. 
 
Applied Theory and Composition 
Instead of studying theory isolated from the context of performance, participants will 
analyze the tunes that they are working on, connecting theory concepts to real handson 
application. Participants will also put theory into action by composing an original 
tune. 
 
Ensemble Technique 



Participants will rehearse together and develop skills for ensemble playing. This will 
include basic tasks like balancing dynamic levels, trading fours, listening and 
responding, taking and sharing leadership, and creating arrangements together. 
 
Faculty 
Participants in the Alba Music Festival Jazz Program will work daily with chief faculty 
member Jeffrey Chappell, head of the Jazz Studies Program at Goucher College in 
Baltimore, Maryland. Jeffrey’s teaching is oriented to each individual’s goals and uses 
approaches to problem-solving that are customized to each individual. (Click here for 
Jeffrey’s complete jazz performance and teaching bio.) 

http://jeffreychappell.com/pianist/biographical-information/jazz/

